Reptilian Overlords

ROSS TRUDEAU

ACROSS
1. Piece for one voice
5. Paperless Post offering, briefly
10. Wild guess
14. In Erator (disposal brand)
15. Many a lotto player
16. Kind of stick
17. *One who can adapt to any group dynamic
20. Hip-hop's Fugees, e.g.
21. ___ Lisa Vito, Oscar-winning "My Cousin Vinny" role for Marisa Tomei
22. Apt rhyme for "erase"
25. Ilhan Omar or Rashida Tlaib, e.g.
29. Oklahoma city once known as the "Oil Capital of the World"
30. Cards, at a bar
33. River to Lake Geneva
34. Letters that mean "no seats left"
35. Bit of paternal anti-humor
38. Sheepskin boot
39. "___ darn tootin!'"
40. Discharged
41. Org. that was a 2016 "foreign asset" for Russia, per a Senate report
42. Like fat chances, paradoxically
44. Jawed and jawed
45. "Zounds!"
46. Occupy a safe house, say
47. Stockpile
48. Politico Mayor ___
49. Native American near 29-Across
51. Alias inits.
52. Spit in the ocean?
53. Nail with a dodgeball, say
54. Wealthy
57. "Sorta"
58. Tel ___
60. Certain Olympic leap
62. Architect Antoni Gaudi, by birth
65. Pyramidal landscaping trees
68. Devoted follower
69. One getting an award
70. "That's settled for us"
71. "See? Shoulda listened to me"

DOWN
1. Haul ___ (book it)
2. Carnival host, informally
3. End of Time?
4. Dogs with curly tails
5. Actress Kemper
6. Eponymous Disney abuelita
7. Flick, as a cigarette
8. 500 sheets
9. One prescribing affection, affectionately
10. What a cannonball produces
11. Piggy, to a kiddie
12. Past
13. Word before mot or voyage
18. "Wreck-It Ralph" setting
19. Accustomed (to)
22. Where to purchase craft goods online
23. Beethoven song know by its dedicatee
24. *Gainesville senior, maybe
26. *Foppish sort cruising the bars
27. Unappreciative sorts
28. "Dystopia" thrash metal band
30. Guy paid to brainstorm
31. "Li'l John's "Turn Down For What" mixmaster
32. "In a manner of speaking"
36. Taj Mahal locale
37. Barbies' guys
43. Storage unit, informally
45. Short albums, for short
46. One prescribing affection, affectionately
48. Arch Antoni Gaudí, by birth
50. ___ List (PAC that supports women political candidates)
52. "Search me"
55. Egg-shaped
59. Lowland
61. Adze or awl
62. Raven's cry
63. It might be in the hole at a casino
64. Lepidopterist's tool
65. ___ Beta Kappa
66. Caribbean island
67. Caribbean, e.g.